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This book censtitutes Volume II, Photographs, of the Final Report for
the Manned Spacecraft Advanced Digital Television Compression Study
performed under Contract NAS 9-3429. These photographs are copies
of Polaroid prints taken from the Display Unit of EMR's Experimental
Digital Television System (EDITS) for empirical investigation of the
systems under study.
The photograph numbering system used in this book is keyed to the or-
ganization of Volume I, Text. The first letter defines the Appendix in
which the reference appears, the second character (a number) defines
the text appendix section, the third character (the letter P) identifies
the reference as a Volume II photograph, and the last number (after the
i hyphen) is the individual photograph number in that sequence. An ex-
ample of this code is given below for Figure A. 3P-I.
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